2020 Match Play Results & Payouts

**Gross Flight**
- **Winner:** Dave Dustin $140
- **Runner-Up:** Mike McGrain $80
- **Semi-Finalists:**
  - Ashton Cherubin - $25
  - Scott Kremer - $25

**Net Flight**
- **Winner:** Ryan Durakis $160
- **Runner-Up:** Gianni DiBernardo $115
- **Semi-Finalists:**
  - Dan Gentilcore $50
  - Everett Daviage $50
- **Quarter-Finals:**
  - Ryan Rehman $25
  - Stu Davison $25
  - Brian Werner $25
  - Terry Conrad $25

**Senior Flight**
- **Winner:** Leon Lowery $110
- **Runner-Up:** Frank Denevan $70